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49. Verb

50. Verb
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56. Noun

57. Place
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Princess Bride: Battle of Wits

(Pirate) I challenge you to a battle of Plural noun .

(Vizzini) For the Job title ? To the death? I accept.

(Pirate) Good. Then pour the Beverage . Verb this, but do not Verb .

(Vizzini) I Verb nothing.

(Pirate) What you do not verb is called Product brand . It is Adjective Adjective

dissolves instantly in Liquid and is among the more deadly Harmful substance plural known to man.



(Vizzini) Hmmmm.

(Pirate) All right. Where is the harmful substance ? The battle of Plural noun has begun. It ends when

you Verb and we both Verb and find out who is Adjective ...and who is

Adjective .

(Vizzini) But it's so Adjective . All I have to do is divine from what I know of you: are you the sort of

Noun who would put the harmful substance into his own Beverage receptacle or his enemy's?

Now, a Adjective man would put the harmful substance into his own beverage receptacle because

he would know that only a great Noun would reach for what he was given. I am not a great

noun so I can clearly not choose the beverage in front of you. But you must have known I was

not



a great noun you would have counted on it, so I can clearly not choose the beverage in front of

me.

(Pirate) You've made your Noun then?

(Vizzini) Not Adverb . Because product brand comes from Foreign country as everyone

knows, and foreign country is entirely peopled with Bad sort of people and Bad sort of people are

used to having people not Verb them, as you are not Repeat verb past tense by me, so I can clearly not

choose the beverage in front of you.

(Pirate) Truly, you have a dizzying Noun .



(Vizzini) WAIT TILL I GET Verb ending in ing Where was I?

(Pirate) foreign country .

(Vizzini) Yes, foreign country . And you must have suspected I would have known the harmful 

substance ,s origin, so I can clearly not choose the beverage in front of me.

(Pirate) You're just Verb ending in ing now.

(Vizzini) You'd like to Verb that, wouldn't you? You've beaten my Job title which means

you're exceptionally Adjective so you could've put the harmful substance in your own

beverage receptacle



trusting on your Noun to save you, so I can clearly not choose the beverage in front of you. But,

you've also bested my Nationality which means you must have Past tense verb and in

Repeat verb ending in ing you must have learned that man is Adjective so you would have put the

harmful substance as far from yourself as possible, so I can clearly not choose the beverage in front of

me.

(Pirate) You're trying to trick me into giving away Plural noun . It won't Verb .

(Vizzini) IT HAS Repeat past tense verb YOU'VE GIVEN EVERYTHING AWAY! I KNOW WHERE THE

harmful substance IS!

(Pirate) Then make your Noun .



(Vizzini) I will, and I Verb ... What in the Place can that be?

(Pirate) What? Where? I don't Verb anything.

(Vizzini) Well, I- I could have sworn I Past tense verb something. No matter.

(Pirate) What's so Adjective ?



(Vizzini) I'll Verb you in a minute. First, let's Verb . Me from my beverage receptacle and

you from yours.

(Pirate) You Past tense verb wrong.

(Vizzini) You only think I past tense verb wrong! That's what's so adjective ! I switched

Repeat beverage receptacle plural when your Body part was turned! Ha ha! You Noun ! You fell

victim to one of the classic Plural noun ! The most famous is never get involved in a Noun war in

Place but only slightly less well-known is this: never go in against a Nationality when

Noun is on the line!! Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!! Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!! Ha ha ha--

.
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